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Abstract 
Let ~( [0 ,  T] × [0, I]) denote the set of functions f ( t ,x )  which are ~-H61der continuous m t 
and 2c~-H61der continuous in x. For 0 < :~ < ¼ we prove a large deviation principle m a separable 
subset of cg~([0, T] × [0, 1]) for the solution X~(t ,x )  to a parabolic stochastic partial differential 
equation perturbed by a small non-linear white noise, uniformly when the initial condition o 
belongs to a compact subset of c~2~'°([0, 1]). This does not require any boundedness or non- 
degeneracy on the coefficients, and is applied to deduce asymptotics for the exit time of X<i;(t,.) 
from a bounded domain of c6~2~'°([0, 1]). © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Brownian sheet; Parabolic stochastic partial differential equation; Uniform large 
deviations; Exit time of a domain; H61der continuous functions 
O. Introduction 
Let 5 a be the second order elliptic operator defined by 
&ah Dh~ - Dih, where D>0 and Di >~0. 
For any ~:>0, let X<;(t,x) be the solution of the parabolic stochastic partial differential 
equation 
{~ ~: sx<;(t,x) b(t,x,x, At, x)) ~(t,x,x,;(t,x))w,,, c,X ;(t,x) = + ': + 
x,~(o,.) ~o(.), " (o.~) 
c, 2z~" I with Dirichlet's (X,i;(t,O)= for all (t,x)C[0, T] x [0,1] and (pEg (.[0,1]), 0~<~<a, 
X,~(t, 1 ) = 0) or Neumann's (~xX~(t, O) = c?xX~(t, 1 ) = 0) boundary conditions. Here l~ :~ 
denotes the formal derivative of  a Brownian sheet W defined on a probability space 
(g2, ,~P) ,  the coefficients a and b are uniformly Lipschitz with respect to the last 
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variable, with at most linear growth. More precisely, we suppose that there exists 
positive constants b and 6 such that 
{Ib(t,x,y) -b(t ,x,z) l  ~ / ' l y -z l ,  (0.2) I~(t,x,y) - 6(t,x,z)l  <~ #IY - z l ,  
for all (t,x)C [0, T] × [0, 1] and y, z~ R, and that there exists a constant B>0 such 
that every z E R, 
suP{la(t,x,z)[ + Ib(t,x,z)l; (t,x)C [0, r I × [0, 1]} ~<B(1 + Izl). (0.3) 
Finally, we also assume that the function (t,x,y)~-+ a(t,x,y) is continuous. As shown 
by Walsh (1986), one can give a rigorous meaning to Eq. (0.1) by means of a weak 
formulation; the assumptions made on the coefficients ensure the existence and unique- 
ness of the solution of (0.1) given in the following evolution formulation: 
1'I' X~o(t,x)=Gt(x,(p)+ G, ,(x,z)b(u,z,X~(u,s))dudz 
+Cfot~o'lG,_u(x,z)a(u,z,X[o(u,z))W(du, dz), (0.4) 
where Gt(x, (p)= J'o IGt(x,z)~o(z)dz and @(., .) is the Green kernel associated with the 
partial differential equation 
8tu - Su,  
I the with the same boundary conditions as those of X~. Given (p c ~¢2~([0, 1]), 0~<~.<~ 
trajectories of the process X~ are known to be ahnost surely c~-H61der continuous in t 
and 2:~-H61der continuous in x. 
The aim of this paper is to prove a uniform large deviation principle (LDP) for 
the laws of the solutions X~, and to deduce asymptotics for the exit time of X~(t, .) 
from a domain of (d'2~'°([0, 1]). This extends to parabolic SPDEs the results proved 
by Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) for diffusion processes. We follow their approach 
and also that of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993). Non-uniform large deviations in the 
set of ~-H61der continuous functions in (t,x) have been proved by Sowers (1992) 
in the case of bounded coefficients, and when a is bounded away from zero. Our 
method is different from Sowers' original one. Using a general contraction principle, 
we reduce the proof to that of some uniform Freidlin-Wentzell inequality, for which 
a localization argument enables us to replace arbitrary (e.g. linear) coefficients by 
bounded ones. As in Azencott's approach (1980), the validity of the LDP does not 
require nondegeneracy of a. Furthermore, this method immediately yields an extension 
of the result proved by Peszat (1994) and Kallianpur and Xiong (1997) in the case of 
multidimensional stochastic reaction-diffusion equations with unbounded and possibly 
degenerate coefficients. In the setting of Kallianpur and Xiong (1997), it requires ome 
additional assumptions on the kernel G, which are clearly satisfied for the Green kernel. 
Finally, calculations in Section 4 are related with those of Sowers (1992). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we state a uniform LDP and prove 
in Section 2 that the skeleton of X~ satisfies the continuity requirements of the general 
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contraction principle. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the Freidlm Wentzell in- 
equality. We study the exit time of a domain of c(,:2~([0, 1]) in Section 4. The arguments 
of Sections 2 and 3 depend on very precise estimates of the Green function, which arc 
proved in an Appendix. 
We conclude this section by stating some basic notations and conventions used m 
the paper. Given 0~<:~ < ¼, we will use two different ypes of H61der norms, depending 
on whether we are interested in the dependence on the pair ( rx ) ,  or only in thc 
dependence on one parameter t or x. Thus, we set 
Ik,~ll~ - sup {]F(t,x)[= (t,: ,)~ [0, T] >< [0, 1]} 
IF ( t ,x ) -  F(s,.v)l 
+sup 7[x  yTg [o, r] 
× [0, l ] , ( t ,x )~k(s ,y )} ,  
{ If(t,) -- f(w)l } IItllz~,,= sup I.f(OI +sup ~727,~ "<w~E0, r ] ,  z:¢:,,' , (0.5) 
~e [0.,'] 
for r>0.  Let ~(,~([0, T] × [0, 1]) be the set of functions F : [0 ,  T] × [0, 1] ~ ~ such that 
I1,~11~ <~,  and let <6~'°([0, T] × [0, 1]) denote the separable subset of ~ :([0, T] × [0, 1]) 
made of functions F such that liml, ,<+1., vl-0 ]FU, x ) -F (s ,  y) ] / ( ) - - s l :+ lx  yi 4): : : 0. 
Clearly, Z/C([0, T] x [0, 1]) C cg~'°([0, T] >< [0, l]) if ~ < ft. The sets % 1;([0, r] ) and 
~6t~'°([0, r]) are defined in a similar way. We also set [F]~ = sup{IF( t ,x ) -F (s ,  Y)I.( i t 
s] 2 + I x y14)~ 2: (t,x), (s, 3') ~ [0, T] × [0, 1], (t,x) ¢ (s, y)} for the H61der seminorm 
of order ~. The solution X¢~ of the evolution equation (0.4) with initial condition 
1 belongs to (~°([0,  T] × [0, 1]) (see Walsh (1996) and the ~p ~i ~:~°([0, 1]), 0~<=~<~ 
method used in Lemma A2 of Bally et al. (1995)). 
Finally, (7), is a positive constant depending on some parameter p, and C is a 
constant depending on no specific parameter (except T and the Lipschitz constants). By 
convention, the precise value of such constants may change from one line to the other. 
1. General contraction principle 
Let H denote the Cameron Martin space associated with W, i.e., 
H h(t,x) h (u ,z )dudz : , i t cL2( [O ,T ]x [O,  1]) . 
Schilder's theorem for the Brownian sheet in c~([0, T] × [0, 1]) shows that the family 
(cW. ~:>0) satisfies a LDP with the good rate function 1 defined by 
{ ~lhl 2 i fh~H,  Z(h)= ~7 (1.1) +oc otherwise 
(see Deuschel and Stroock (1989) and Baldi et al. (1992)). A general contraction 
principle allows to deduce the LDP for X,~/; from Schilder's theorem. We at first define 
a uniform LDP in a fairly general setting (see also Freidlin and Wentzell, 1984, p. 92). 
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Definition 1.1. Let {XjI:g2--+~, v>O} be a family of random variables with values 
in a Polish space ~' endowed with the distance p, where y is a parameter in some 
topological space ~. We say that X~ satisfies a large deviation principle uniformly on 
compact subsets of ~ with rate function ~. :,~--+ [0, cx~] if 
1. For every open subset 0 of Y', for every compact subset K of ~0', 
lira inf ~:2 log inf P[X~ ~ tg] ~> - sup inf ~ , ( f ) .  (1.2) 
~;---+ 0 y6K - ) 'CK . fE0  
2. For every closed subset F of J ' ,  for every compact subset K of .J#, 
limsup e 2 log sup P[X~I E F] <~ - inf inf .Z,(f).  (1.3) 
t:---*0 y6K " )'EK f6F  " 
A result similar to Corollary 5.6.15 in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) shows that, to 
establish a LDP uniformly on compact subsets of ~ for the family Xv in Definition 1.1, 
it suffices to prove the following large deviation estimates: 
1. For every c ~> 0 and for every compact subset K of J#, the set 
45K = U {x C ~: .~v(X)~<c} (1.4) 
ycK 
is a compact subset of ~'. 
2. For every open subset 0 of ~', every compact subset K of ~ and every family (y,;) 
of elements of K such that l im~0 y,:----y, 
l iminf J log P(X/I C 0 )~ - inf ~ , ( f ) .  (1.5) 
3. For every closed subset F of ~', every compact subset K of ~J and every family 
(y~:) of elements of K such that lim,;~0 y,~ = y, 
limsup ,;2 log P(X~I c F)~< - inf ~ , ( f ) .  (1.6) 
~:--~0 f 6 F 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for (1.4) (1.6) to hold, as well as a 
precise description of the rate function. The proof, very close to that in Priouret (1982) 
is omitted. 
Theorem 1.2. Let X[ ~ : (2 ~ El and X~:y : Q --+ E2 be defined jor  ~ > 0 and y in some 
topological space q~/ such that 
1. X[: satisfies a large deviation principle with the good rate function I. 
2. There exists a function Z :K × {1 < cx~} ~ E2 such that for  ever)' a < cx~ and for 
every compact subset K o J '~  the Junction 
(y,h)  c K x {1 <.a} ~-~ Z~ E E2 is continuous. (1.7) 
3. For ever), h such that I ( h ) < oc, Jbr every compact subset K o f  ~,  Jbr every j'amily 
(y~) o f  elements o f  K such that y~ y as e--~O, for every r/>0 and every R>0, 
there exists 6 > 0 such that 
l imsup c. 2 logP(d2(X~:y,,Z~)>~q, dl(X~:,h)<6)<~ - R. (1.8) 
~;--+0 
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Then the conditions (1.4)-(1.6) are satisfied and .~:,  satisjies a large deciation prin- 
ciple un(/brml3' on compact subsets of ~g with the .qood rate.fimction: 
inf{l(h): Z,t{ = f} (/' f ~5_ lm(Z~'), 
.7~.(.1") = +.x " otherwise. 1.9l 
Remark 1.3. In our setting, ~t'=g~°([0,  T] × [0, 1]), p(.) is the distance associated 
0 I with the H61der norm ]] ]]~ of order u. ~[ , :4[, :~! r42~°([0, I]) (separable subspace of 
~(,2~([0, 1])), and y= q). Clearly, X(: :: clV. El = E2 .T..~:<., X,I; and the function Z 
is the skeleton Z~'~ of X,~ defined by 
,t .I 
Zo(t,a) G,(x, qo)+ Gt_,,(x,z)b(u,_,Z~l,(u,~))dudz 
.t /0 I +.£ . G,_,,(x,z)c~(u,z,Z~',(u,z))JT(u,z)dudz, (l. O) 
for all ( / ,x)~ [0, T] × [0, 1] and every, h in the Cameron--Martin space H. 
2. Continuity of the skeleton 
in this section, we show that the map (q o, h)~-+ Z,/'o has the continuity property required 
in (1.7). At first, we prove uniform estimates on compact subsets for the skeleton Z h 
Lemma 2.1. For el;erya E [0, +~c[ and et, ery compact subset K o f~42~'°([0, 1]). them' 
exists a postice constant M~.~. such lhol 
sup IIZ~;ll~ .<M.,~-. (2.1~ 
(,p.t )cKx {l.<c } 
Proof. Fix a~[0 ,+oc[ ,  K a compact subset ofrg2:'°([0,1]), 17C{I~<a} and (p< K. 
By (0.3) the coefficients have at most linear growth; since IG,(x, q))[ ~< sup:Ti0.tl [q)(:), 
we havc 
I<~( , ,x ) l -< 
.,[l 
sup I~(z)l +cZ ' LG, .(x,z)l(1 + ]fT(u,z)j)dudz 
ZC[0,1] 
[7o' +C.  IG,_,,(x,z)l [Z~';(u,z)l(l + I,i,(mz)l)d,,dz 
for every (l,x) c [0, T] × [0, 1]. Furthermore, h E {I ~<a} implies for all u,t ~. [0. T] 
.I [ I  
~ [Ih(u,z)[+l]2dz=~(u),  where .~(u)du~2(T+2a) .  
Therefore, the inequality (A.6) and Schwarz's inequality ield 
.g I 
/o £ IG'-"(x'z)l(1 +i/l(u'z)l)dudz<~C"" 
(2.2) 
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Furthermore, by Schwarz's inequality, 
)2/o ( sup IZg(s,x)12~<C sup I~o(z)J+C. ÷C sup IZg(g',z)12~(u)du. O<~s<~t zE[0,1] O~<t:~<u 
xC[(),l] (pEK zC[O,l] 
Since sup{lcp(z)l; z C[0,1], ¢pEK}<oo, Gronwall's lemma applied to the function 
4~(t) = sup(~,x)e[0,0x{0,1] IZ~(s,x)l 2 implies sup(t,x)C[0,T]x[0,1] IZ~(t,x)J <~C,,K, which con- 
cludes the proof. [] 
To prove the continuity of the skeleton, we need the following result on the Green 
function G. In the case of Dirichlet's boundary conditions, it is due to Sowers (1992), 
and for Neumann's boundary conditions it is Lemma A.2 of Bally et al. (1995). 
1 "26,0 Lemma 2.2. Let 0<~<~, fEc6  ([0, 1]) (in the case of Dirichlet's boundary con- 
ditions impose furthermore f (0 )  = f (1 )  = 0); there exists a constant C>0 such that 
I{C.( . , . f) l [~ ~< CIIf l l2~,,.  (2.3) 
In the following proposition, we prove a result more general than we really need for 
(1.7). 
Proposition 2.3. Fix :t C ]0, ¼[, a compact subset K of cd2~'°([0, 1]) and a E [0, oc[; the 
map (qo, h)~-+ Z~ is continuous from K x {I <~a} to ~'°([0,  T] x [0, 1]), where {l ~a} 
is endowed with the topoloqy of uniform convergence. 
Proof. Set un= sup{~T/~T<~u}VO and zn= sup{~/~<z}.  At first, for ( t ,x)c 
[0, T] × [0, 1] we have 
IZ~(t ,x) -  z~(t,,,x,,)l 
~< Ic,(x,  ~o) - Q,(x,, ,  ~')1 
/'/o' + G,_.(x,z)[a(u,z,Z~(u,z))/,(u,z) + b(u,z,Z~(u,z))] dudz [p~ 
+ [Gt_u(x, z) - Gt,,-,,(xn, z)] [a (u, z, Z~(u, z))/~(u, z) 
+ b(u,z, Zt~(u,z))] dudz 
Since ~r and b have at most linear growth, by Schwarz's inequality, (2.2), Lemma 2.1, 
(A.4)-(A.6) and Lemma 2.2, we find a positive constant C,,K (depending only on a 
and K) such that 
i z~( t ,x )  - z~( t~,x~) l  ~ {(x  - x . )  ~ ÷ ( t  - t , , )~} l l~o l l~ , ,  + c . ,~( t  - t . )  ~,'~ 
+ C.,x{(x --x,,) + (t -- t.)U2} ~''2, 
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so that 
sup sup sup iz~Ct, x) ~h -- Z~(t,,,X,,) I <~C..~-2 "=. (2.4) 
l(h)<~a ~,oCA" (I,v)E[O,T]x[O,I] 
To prove the continuity of  Z h - Z"[I ~ on [0, T] × [0, 1] ,p, we decompose the norm Z h 
into two parts, and given (~o,h) and (tb,.q)E K × {1 ~<ct}, we prove that there exists a 
constant C,.K such that 
sup II(Z,Z'~ zil>(t, .)tl==., ~ C,K{.I~--~I]2=.I  + IIh-.~Zlh~}, (2.S) 
t~[I).T] 
sup  Ll(z',z-zi',)(.,x)ll~.T ~< c,.~-{11~p-~1i2~., + lib .~Jl['~:}. (2.(+) 
xC[0.1] 
We at first prove (2.6). For rE  [0, T] let ~P(r) q~](r) + I/J2(r), with 
q',(r) sup sup I(Z[; - Zi/)(s,.r) I, 
() ~.s' ~ r x C[0 ,1 ]  
I(<',- (z,,',:- 
q'3(r) sup sup 
.~<o,u  t¢.+ I t - s l  ~ 
r,.,'C[0, r]
The technical difficulty lies in the presence of the kernel G which must be discretized 
in time and space. Set 
t u,, if  t~>2-"T,  
t - u,, 2 "T if t <2-"T .  (2.7) 
To study tP2(r), observe that 
t(z,,': z+,)(,,x)-(z,'; 
IGt(.~. +, (/O ~/ )  - -  G , (X ,  f4~ - -  ,/,)1 
.l +1 
.s ill + c .£  . IG, , ,(x,z)- G,. ,(x,z)l I(Z;~ Z,~)(u,z)l d,d~ 
+ IG, .(x,z)l {l~(.,z,Z,~O,,~)) ~' - -  ~( , , , , , z , , ,Z+(u , , , z , , ) )k  I/,0,,-)1 
7 g + l~(~,-.z, / . ,~)) ~(u, ,z . ,<f( . .z , ) ) l  L,O(u,z)l}dudz 
! +~ /'0 I +.  IG, .(x,z) G, .(-Y,z)l{l~ " - (u,z,Z+,+Cu, z))  
)l 
+ IG(.,=.z~(.,=)) G(u.,=.,Z[{(u..z,,))ll.~(..=)1}d.d= 
/ • t ~0|  +c L. . IG, ,,(x,~) C, , , , (x,z, , ) l{(~ ÷ IZ~',(,,,,=,,)l)l/,(u,z)l 
q + ( l ÷ tziz,(.,,,z.)l)l(t(u,z)l} d .dz 
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/[foo l 4- C IG,-~(x,z) - G,-_.2u,(x,z.) - Gs-u(X,Z) + Gs-_2.(x,z~) ] 
x {(1 + IZ~(u.,z.)l)j~(u,z) I + (1 + IZ~(Un,Z.)])IO(U,Z)]} dudz 
f'/o d dz + a,_,__,(x,~.)G(u.,~,, ,Z~(u.,~.))[&.,z) - O(u,z)] 
/o'I' + [G,_ . , (x ,~.)  - Cs__~,(x,~.)]<*(u.,z.,Z~(u~,z~)) 
× [/~(u,z) - g(u,z)] dudz 
f ' fo 1 + c IG,-,,,(x,z~)t I (z~ - z~)(u.,zn)l Io(u,z)l  du dz 
jo.SS ' + c lo,_~,,(x,z~) - G,_,__,,(x,z~)ll(Z~ - Zg)(u,,zo)l lo(u,z) l  dudz. 
Since a is uniformly continuous on [0, 1] x [-M..x,M~,x], where M~,x is defined in 
Lemma 2.1, by (2.4) there exists a sequence fl(n) converging to 0 such that 
sup I~(u,z, gg(u,z) )  - ~(u.,=~,gg(u~,z.)) l  ~< c. ,~[/~(n) + 2-":~]. 
(e,h)EXx U.<~} 
By (A.3) and (A.10), since ] ( t -u  ) - ( s -  u )] ~<]t- s], we have 
IG ,~, (x ,z , )  I ~ C(s - u )  -<1/2) ~ C2 n/'2, 
IG,___e.,,(x,z.) - G~_e. (x,z.)  I ~ C(s - un) - (3 /2 ) l t  - s I <~ C2(3/2)nlt -- S I. 
Let Ca.x = sUppxI~M,,.~ sUPt~<T ]6(t,x)l; then 
JSs t fo J du dz C,_,, (X, Zn)~(U.,z.,Z~(u.,zn))[ i ,(U,Z) -- O(U,Z)] 
j=O ~-' q) 
x -g )  s ,~dAt  x 2n, 2~ l{~.<2-,,r} 
+ E ~  x, " 2. ' y '~  2. ' 
i=o j=o 
2~At ,  2~At  x ~,  2 '~ l{s>2-,r} 
4, - -  ,~5n/2 (2.8) 
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Finally, using Schwarz's inequality we obtain 
£i 
du dz 
~< C,,.K 25""2 [I h ,qH~c C ,  K2 Ih( u-z ) - .O(u ,z )12dudz  it s[ Ie 
• 5' 
~<C,.i,23"1t sl 1'21[h -- ,(Jl[oc. (2.9'1 
A computation similar to Eq. (2.8) yields 
bt~ 
/ .  I [G,_,~ (x, z,,) ,,,(x,z,,)]a(u,,,z,,,Z/'tu d u d= .... , ...... ))[&,,z) ,0(zl,:)] 
]0 
-< <,,~-It - s12 (7:2)'' I[h - gl[  ~-  (2 .10  } 
Set k,.K(n) Ca, K [2 -n~+f i (n )+2- , ,¢ ' -~t+2- , , ( I  4:0:lg(I ~)]];  using (2.9), (2.10X (A.5), 
(A.6), (A. 12), (A.15) (A.17) with Jc ½ -2~ and Schwarz's inequality, we obtain 
c / sup + c ......  llh- 
[ "~E[(),I] ) 
£r 
+ 77,.~,(n) + Ca, k, ~(u),tK(u)du. (2.11) 
A similar easier computation using (A.4), (A.12) and (A. 14) yields 
sup (/-'~(t) ~< C sup [[G,(.,,p- ~/)ll~ + C ...... KH h -  :/l]~t' 
:~[o,,l [..~c[0.r] J 
/ , r  
+Ca[fi(n)+2 .... ]2 + C,.K ~(u)Y/(u)  du. (2.12) 
) 
Combining (2.12) and (2.11), using again (2.2) and Gronwall's lemma, we obtain for 
every (e,h) and (O,g) c g × {l <~a} 
sup q'(g)-< c,.~.{IIG.( . , ,p - ~')11~ ÷ C,,,,.~-il/, -.qll~ 2 } ÷ ,',.s(n). 
t~10,r] 
For every ((p,h) and (~,g)~Kx {l~<a}, ( (p ,h )~(~,~, l ) ,  there exists N such that for 
fixed 0<~.< ¼, 
Finally, using Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
sup q'(g)<~c,,,,..~.{llv,- ~,11~., + II/, .<1"~}. (2.13) 
tE[(),TI 
Let (/)(t)= supov.~.<, ][(Z,~ - " Zi~)(s,.)]] 2~. 1, a similar computation yields 
sup q'(X)~<C,,N.K{]I~--'/'II2~., + IIh ,~Jl[~}" (2.14) 
tel(), I[ 
Finally (2.13) and (2.14) conclude the proof of (2.5) and (2,6). 
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3. The Freidlin-Wentzell inequality 
The proof of the Freidlin- Wentzell inequality (1.8) is similar to that in Azencott 
(1980) (see also Priouret, 1982). Fix ~ E ]0, ¼[ and a compact subset K of (g2~'°([0, 1]), 
(~p,:) and ~p E K such that l im~0 II~o~:- ¢PU2~.l = 0. We proceed in five steps. 
Step 1. For h such that I(h)<<.a and q>0,  set ~':= inf{t/suPx~[0,,] IX~--Zhl(t,x)>~q} 
A T. Using a localization procedure, we may and do assume that the coefficients a and 
b are bounded, and that a is uniformly continuous on [0, T] × [0, 1] × N. 
Step 2. To show the Freidlin-Wentzell inequality when the initial condition of the 
evolution equation (0.4) depends on e, we only have to prove that, given a compact 
subset K of (~2~'°([0,1]): 
VR>0, V~I>0, Va>0, 3c~>0 such that Vhc{I<~a}, V~pcK, 
lim sup ~:2 log p(Ux,~ _ Z h]l~ > q, He W _ h]]~ ~<3)~< -R. (3.1) 
~:~0 
Indeed, for fixed a>0,  using (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain the existence of C>0 such 
that 
sup ]IZ h -Z~tl~<~CJlq) - ~112~,1. (3.2) 
l(h)<~a 
Let (p, q~: EK  be such that lim,~-~o I]~p~:- ¢P]12=,1 =0;  by (3.2), there exists r.o>0 such 
that for 0<e~<eo, Z h -zh l l~<-~ for all h with I(h)<~a. Therefore, 
P(IIX,~, > ~, 
for ~E (0,~0]; the inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) yield (1.8). 
Step 3. Given h such that l(h)<.a, e>0,  set W~:(A) = W(A)-L fA J~(s,z)dsdz and let 
pc: be the probability under which W': is a standard Brownian sheet. Using Girsanov's 
theorem (Theorem 3.1.1 in Gyongy and Pardoux, 1992), we reduce the proof to the 
case h = 0. Then the Freidlin-Wentzell inequality is a consequence of the following 
property: 
VR>0, Vq>0, Va>0, 3c~>0 such thatVhE{I<~a}, V~pEK, 
lim sup e 2 log P[[[X~, h - Z h [1~ > ~I, [[sWHc~ < 6] ~< R, (3.3) 
8~0 
where for all (t,x) E [0, T] × [0, 1], X~, h satisfies the following evolution equation: 
j0 /0 ' X~,h(t,x) = Gt(x, q)) + ~: Gt_u(x,z)cT(u,z,X~,h(u,z))W~:(du, dz) 
/o'fo + G_.(x,z)[b(u,z,X;,h(u,z)) + ~(u,z,X;,h(u,z))h(u,z)] du dz. 
(3.4) 
To simplify the notations, we denote X~, h by X~ and W ~: by I f  in the sequel. 
Step 4. Given (t,x) ~ [0, 7"] × [0, lJ, set 
J~:(t,x)= fot .fo I @_s(X,Z)a(u,z,X~(u,z))W(du, z). (3.5) 
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We prove that (3.3) can be deduced from an estimation of the stochastic integral J ' .  
Indeed, as in the proof of the continuity of the skeleton Z~',, the Lipschitz property. 
Schwarz's inequality and Gronwall's lemma yield the existence of a constant (',,.t, >0  
such that: for every q0 c K and h ~{l~<a}, 
II&i z ~'1 ~ ' :  (3.6) 
St~7~ 5. Let J': be defined by (3.5). The proof reduces to check that for every compact 
subset K of %2~°([0, 1]), 
VR>0, V;I>0. Va>0,  33>0 such that Vh< {l <.a}, V~p~K, 
Um sup ~:e log P(II~:J':II~ >'1, II~:wll~ ~<ic~)~< - R. 13.7~ 
We approximate the stochastic integral .1': by the sequence 
/,/L' 4',:(;, x) . . . . . . .  G ~ _,,. ( x, z, ) cr ( u ..... . X ,,o (u .... ,, ) 14 ( d u, dz ) ( .~ .8 ) 
and consider the sets 
then {ll;:J':ll: >~/, II;:WII~ ~<6} C B':U C':. To obtain an exponential upper estimate ol: 
P(B;:), we use a result similar to Proposition A.2 (Sowers, 1992; see Lemma 3.1 
below); it provides exponential estimates of stochastic integrals. Thus, using (3.13) we 
can choose n such that lim sup,:_0;: 2l ogP(B ; : )~-R .  Decompositions imilar to (2.8) 
for stochastic integrals yield that one can choose fi >0  such that {ll;:J;;ll~ > ~} r~ { ii;:w !1~ 
~<6} = ~. However, notice that in this case, unlike the estimate (2.13), we cannot obtai13 
an estimation in tenns of IIsWII ~. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) Let  F :([0, T] × [0, 1]) 2 --+ ~, :g;>0 and CF>0 he such that /? , '  a;zv 
(;,_~) .;,~; (,,,,.r)~ [o, T] x [0, 11, 
,F  I 
/ ,  £ [F ( t ,x ,u ,z ) -F (s , ) ' , , t , z ) [Xdudz<~C~( i  t <2+lx -y14)~" .  (3.o, 
Set .~ ~7(IV(s,x); s~<t, O<~x<~l), let <Y:Q×[O,T]x [O. l ] - -~heanahnos l  sz.'uh" 
continuous, ( ,~) -a&tpted process ,s'mq; that sup{I "~'(t,x)j; ( t ,x )~ [0, T] x [0. 1]} ~<;, 
a.s., and.tin" (t ,x)  ~ [0, T] x [0, 1], set 
Z[rZ) '' ;~)W(du,  dz). (3.10) • J ( t ,x)  = F(t,x,  t , z ~ u,z  
Then jo r  all 0 < ~ < ~o, there exists two posit ive constants C( ~, ~o ) and q l(~, :g~ ) xuch 
that jbr  M >~ 2pC;.-C(~., ZCo)~ll (~, :~o ), 
P( I ,~]~>~M)<~(, /2T  + l )exp  4p2C~.C2(:~,~o i . (3.11) 
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(ii) Suppose that cr and b are bounded and rr is uniJormly continuous, and let 
X,~, J~ and J;i ~ be defined by (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8), respectively. Then given 0<~<~,  
for every compact subset K of Cd2~'°([O, 1]), for every a>0,  one has 
VR>0, VT>0, YN, Vn>~N, Vhc{I<~a}, VqoEK, 
lira sup e,2 logP ( sup IX~(t,x)-X~o(t,,,xn)l>~i,~ <~ - R, (3.12) 
~;~0 \ ( t,x )C[O,T] × [0,1] / 
l imsup ~21og P(H~(J ' : - J / , : ) l [~>7)~ < R. (3.13) 
,:40 
Proof. (i) The proof is similar to that in Sowers (1992) and we sketch it for the sake 
of completness. Set 
I'/0 J ( t ,x)  = F(t,x,u,z) ~(u'z)  W(du, dz), P 
and for 0<~<:~0, set f l= ½(~+ ~o)<~o. Given a rectangle ,~ = [s, tl x [y,x] c [0, T] x 
[0, 1], set 
e (~)= ~¢/(t -- s) 2 4-(x -- y)4/k/T/(1 q- T2), 
and simply denote by e((t,x),(s,y)) the value of e on the smallest rectangle ?A((t,x), 
(s, y))  containing both points (t,x) and (s, y). Set p(u) = Cy2(( 1 + T 2 )/T)[~/2( 1 + T 2 )~0/2 
[u[/~ for u E ~, A(x) = exP(¼X 2) for all x C R and 
.~ r ~ ( ,~(t ,x) -~,¢(s ,y)  L/o L 
For fixed (t,x) and (s,y)E [0, T] x [0, 1], set 
~2(u,z) 
f (u ,z )  = [F(t,x, u,z) - F(s, y, u,z)] p(e((t,x), (s, y)))p'  
and let Mr r ,1 =f'oJof(U,z)W(du, dz) be the associated ~.-martingale. Condition (3.9) 
clearly implies that its quadratic variation ((M),.; O<~r<~T) is P a.s. bounded by 1. 
Then 
\p (e( ( t ,x ) , ( s ,y ) ) ) J J  max =2 '/2, 
where B is a standard Brownian motion such that M,. = B(M), ; Fubini's theorem implies 
E[A]<~T221/2. We now apply a version of Lemma 1 in Garsia (1972) adapted to 
functions defined on [0, T] x [0, 1]. Since the trajectories of 3(t,x)  are a.s. continuous, 
P a.s. for every (t,x) and (s,y) c [0, T] x [0, 1]: 
Id~(t ,x) - J (s ,y) l<~81 A -~ dp(u). (3.14) 
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Given z>O, set log~z-max{ log  z;0}; the last integral can be dominated by 
Since 0<~<~o,  111(~,:~o)= supu> 0 k/c/./cq'-Zlogi I t -4< ")c. Hence, by continuity, for 
M >2pC~-C(~, C~o)~ll(:C :~o), 
P([ .¢]~>M) ~< P 1> ~,~ 
~< (x/2T 2 + 1)exp 4p2CeC2(~,:~o) .
(ii) By definition of (3.4), since K is a bounded subset of ~62~°([0, 1]), 
lim sup sup IGt(x,p) Gt,.(x,,,p)l 0, 
n ~p,~K (t. vjC[0.Ylx[0,1J 
while ,t,[L', tc,_,,(x,z) G, .... (x,,,z)12dudz<~C2 ,,2. Therefore, for n large enough 
(p<i K, l(h)<~a, 
c ) (  ) P sup Lx,;(t,-v)-x,;(t,,,x,,)l>~,' <~P ['Y]~>~2(T22 2,,+2 4,,):2 " \(t. ~)C[0.Tlx[0.1 ] 
where .~ is defined by (3.10) with F(t,:c,u,z)-~:G~ ,,(x,z) and a~(u,z) a(tt.:. 
,:, ~ I CF,=~:2C: for n large enough, 0<~:~1, "'~"~ X~ d,u,-)). Thus (3.9) holds with ~0 = ~, ,~ 
[2(I + T2)]>~2H~Ii~x C~;2C(.~, ¼ ) and 7222"~/[2411aH~¢;eC2(:~, ~ )]>~R/g: 2, which yields 
(3.12). 
To prove (3.13), set 
q ,[ 
Since J,;:(0,.) ,J~i(0,.) =J~:(0,.)= 0, it suffices to check that H can be chosen such that 
lim sup ~;2 log P(~[J/,: - Jl;]~ ~>;') ~< R, (3.15) 
~:~0 
lira sup ~:2 log PO:[J ~: Jil]~ ~> 7) ~< R. (3.16) 
Clearly, ~:(./,',: Jl))(t,x) is of the form defined in (3.10) with F(t,x,u,z) -~:[G, ,, 
(x , z ) -  G, ,,(x,z,,)] and ~(u ,z )  a(u ....... X~(u ...... )). The inequalities (A.13), (A.15) 
and (A. 17) imply that given :~o c ]~, ~[, there exists a sequence C~,(n) with lira,, C~,(n 
0 and 
£f  £,[F(t,x,u,z)_F(s,y,u,z)]2dudz<~,:eC:,(n)(]t_sl2+]: ~ 3'14) ~''e 
while I1~11~<11<1~. I f  0<,- ,<~, rot ,, large enough, one has 7>2ll~ril~... 
C:,,(n)ql(~,~.o) and 7"/[411<l~C,4n)C'(:~,Z~o)]>R; then (3.11) yields (3.15). To 
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prove (3.16), set 
S( t ,x )  ~ '~ = Gt u(x, z )  (u, z) m(du, dz), 
with ~:(u,z)=[a(u,z,X~(u,z))-a(u,,,z,,,Y~(u,,,z,,))]l{sup{iX;(.,.z)_X,;i,,,,z,,)l: s~<,,:~[0,1l},<o}. 
The local property of the stochastic integral yields that 
- J , , ]~-7,  sup IX,;(t,x)-X~p(t,,,x,)l<~6 ~<P(s[J':]~ > 7). 
(t,x)E[O,T]×[O,I] 
Since a is uniformly continuous, given q >0 one choose 6 and N such that la(u,z, ~) -  
a(un,z,, ¢)1 <~q for n ~>N and 1~ - ~1 ~<6. Set F(t,x, u,z) = s@_,(x,z); (3.9) holds with 
CF=CS 2 and c~0= l, while ]Iff,,[[~ ~<q. For 0<~:~<1, if t 1 is small enough, one has 
1 1 y>~2r/ceZc(a, ¼)t/j(~, ~) and 72/[4Cq2C(c~, )]~>R, and (3.11) yields 
J,,]~ ~>~, sup I x ; ( t ,x ) -X ; ( t , , , x , ) l<~ <~-R.  
c~O (t,x)C[O,T]x[O,I ] 
For this choice of q and b, (3.12) concludes the proof of (3.16). E3 
The results proved in Sections 1 3 can be summarized in the following. 
Theorem 3.2. Let a be continuous on [0, T] × [0, 1] × ~, b and a satisJj~ the condi- 
tions (0.2) and (0.3), and let qoE~2~.°([0, 1]) Jor some z~E]0,¼[. Then the law of 
the solution X~ of (0.4) satisfies on c6~'°([0, T] x [0, 1]) a large deviation principle 
uniformly on compact subsets of c¢2~'°([0, 1]) with the good rate junction: 
inf 1 2 { lhl. " • Z; J}  (ffelm(Z,'p), 
5f~(f) = 
+oc otherwise, 
where given h E H and qo E ~2~'°([0, 1]), Z~ is" the solution of(1.10). 
4. Exit time from a domain 
Let fi E ]0, ~ [ and A be a bounded open subset of ~.f2fl, 0([0, 1] ) (-1 { f :  f (0 )  = f (  1 ) = 0} 
containing 0. Let X,~ denote the solution of the reaction diffusion equation (0.1) with 
initial condition qo, and with Dirichlet's boundary conditions. We suppose that b and 
a satisfy the assumptions (0.2) and (0.3) and do not depend on t. The aim of this 
section is to study the asymptotics of the stopping time 
~':= inf{t>~O/X~(t, .) EAt}. (4.1) 
Clearly, if (peA, ~':= inf{t>~O/X,~(t,.)E~.A} is the classical exit time from the do- 
main A, while r ': - 0 if ~o ¢'A. We will follow closely the proof of the corresponding 
finite-dimensional results of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) presented in Dembo and 
Zeitouni (1993). The two main ingredients of the proof are the Markov property and 
the large deviation principle uniform on compact subsets (for the initial condition). 
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Since closed balls of c'Oc'2/1([0, 1]) are not compact, we have to introduce S'2~'°([0, 1]) for 
0 < ~ < ft. Let A- (respectively A) denote the closure of A in $2/~'°([0, 1]) (respectively in 
$2~'°([0, 1])) and let ~A =e{\A; since A is bounded in ~2/~([0, 1]), A ~ is a compact sub- 
set of %2~'°([0, 1]). Given p >0 and 7 C ]0, ½[, set B:.(p) = {6 ~ ~':'°([ 0, 1])./'Ll~lt:.. I <p}. 
/~27(p) = {I/-t C~2~'0([0, 1])/11611:~,1 <p} and S2~(/})--B2~(p)\B27(p). Finally, let ~21¢,0 
([0,1])=%2/~'°([0,1])N{.f=~-~'=,:q@k • NG[1 ,+vc[ ,  ~.~<[~}, where (,a(x)= 
• ,/2sin(2krtx); then g2/~'°([0, 1]) is dense in the closure of span (qSk: k>l )  m $~_i;.o 
([0, 1]). 
Except in one argument, we will use the large deviation principle of A',~,I in ~6 ~'° 
([0, t] × [0,1]); recall that the good rate function describing the LDP in that space 
(and hence also on q~([0, t]),(62~,°([0, 1]) (by the contraction principle), uniformly on 
compact subsets of (62~'°([0, 1]) is described in Theorem 3.2 as 
~Z ~ -- inf{2- ' lh l2, :  Z,~ q)}, 
with the usual convention inf 13 = +oc. In the sequel, we denote it by ~%, .% or simply 
,'/' when we want to stress the dependence on 9, t or when no confusion arises. Hence, 
given t >0 using again the contraction principle, we deduce that X,i;(t,.) satisties on 
%2~"°([0, 1]) a large deviation principle uniformly on compact subsets of '62~°([0, 1]).. 
with the good rate function 
V({p,~b,t)= inf{,%,t(qb)/q5 C (6~°([0, t] x [0, 1], qa(t,.)=~/)(.)}. 
Thus V((p,~b,t) represents the energy needed by X': to go from 9 at time 0 to q5 at 
time t. Given {D and ~b~c~2~'°([0, 1]), set 
V(~p,c/))= inf{V(~o, qS, t), t>0}.  (4.2) 
We will need the following assumptions (H1)- (H3) ,  which are straightforward exten- 
sions of the finite-dimensional ones described in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993). 
(HI)  All the trajectories 6 q[" the deterministic partial di~l~,rential equation 
f ,6 ( t ,x )=5~6( t ,x )+b(x ,  6(t,x)), t>0,  x~[0,1] ,  (4.3) 
with Dirichh, t's boundary conditions and initial condition 6(0,.) ~_,4 satLy/l' 
lira [[l~(t,.)H2:<l =0.  
Furthernlore, !f' ~(0,.)CA, then 6( t , . ) cA  fin" all t>0.  
(H2) f; - inf{ z(0, ~)/4' ~ ,?A} <~.  
(H3) There exists M < oc such that Jot p>0 small enou,qh,jbr any ~p ~ $2~°([0, 1] ), 
6 ~i 92~'°([0, 1]) such that either [l(P!12~,, <~p or there exists ~ c {?A with I[~p- ~li=~,, 
II~ - 6112~, ~ <t),  there exists h E H such that Ilhll : <~M, T(p) ~ 0 as p ~ O, amt either 
Z~'p(T(p),.) 0 or Z['p(T(p),.)--~(.). 
The main result of this section is the following theorem, which generalizes to the 
infinite-dimensional setting well-known results proved in Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) 
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for Nd-valued iffusions. As in the case of diffusion processes, when the initial condition 
o fX  ~ is a given function ~0, we will denote the probability by Po and the corresponding 
expectation by E o. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that a and b satisJ)~ (0.2) and (0.3), and that (HI) (H3) hold. 
(i) For all (o ~ A and 6 > O, 
l imPo[exp(( l )+a)g 2 )>r '~>exp( ( l ? -d )8  2)]=1. 
c~0 
(4.4) 
Furthermore, Jor all qo ~ A, 
lim e, 2 log Eo(r ~) = V. (4.5) 
~:~0 
(ii) Let N C aA be a closed subset o f  (~'2fi'0([0, 1]) such that P < inf{ V(0, ~)/~ ~ N}. 
Then .for any ~o ~ A, 
lira P,o(X~(r e, .) e N) = O. 
~:--+0 ,4, O 
(4.6) 
Before proving this theorem, we state several technical emmas; their proofs, which 
are similar to arguments in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), pp. 207-211, are briefly 
sketched. 
Lemma 4.2. For every q > 0 and p > 0 small enough, there exists To < oc such that 
lim inf e,2 log inf Po({: -..< TO) > - (P +~).  
c--*0 O E /~(p)  CIA 
(4.7) 
Proof. Fix r/ and p small enough so that by (H3), given q)E/}2~(p)N .,~, there exist 
t o ~< 1 and ~b o E c6~'°([0, to] x [0, 1]) such that ,Yt,~(~bo) ~< ¼~/, ~bo(0, .) = (0(.) and ~bo(t o, .) 
= 0. Using (H2), let ~ E ~.A, Tl < +oc and q)~ ~1~'°([0, T1] x [0, 1]) be such that 4:'(0,.) 
= 0, q~(T1, . )= ~(.) and 5~r, Ub)~</5 + ¼r/. Since /1 is a compact subset of g2~'°([0, 1]), 
there exists ~e(A)CN~2~'°([0,1]) such that IIC ~ll2~,J<P. Using (H3), we con- 
struct T ~ ~< 1 and q)' ~ ~/~'°([0, T'] x [0, 1]) such that 5Pr,(q>') ~< ¼r/, 4/(0,.) = ~(.) and 
40'(T', .) = ~(.). Set To = t~o + Ti + T' and let ~o E <6([0, To], <~2~'°([0, 1])) be obtained by 
concatenation of 45e, 4', 4Y and the solution of (4.3) after reaching ~; then Yr,,(~,p)~</? 
+3r/. Set A= inf{ll~ ~,II2=.,/~,~A}>0 and let 
C= U 0E~([0 ,  To],cg2~'°([0,1]))/ sup [l@(t,.)-@o(t,.)ll2=.,<~- . 
O E/12~(P) N A" t ¢ [0, To] 
Then {X~ E (5} C {r':~<TO} and the lower bound of the large deviation principle of 
X~(TO,.) on the compact set/}2~(p)N/l of cg2~'°([0, 1]) yields 
l iminf J log inf Po(X~C(c)>~-  sup .~r,,(~bo) > --( 17 + r/), 
~:----~0 O C/~>(p) nA O E g_,~(p) NA- 
which concludes the proof. [] 
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The tbllowing lemma shows that, except on an exponentially small set, X,~(t,.) hits 
either ?A or a small ball /~2~(P), 
Lemma 4.3. Fix p > 0; given 9 E A, set 
G, = inf{t >~O / X,i~(t, .) c (/~2~(p)rqA)'JA~ }. (4.8) 
T/Ii"?I, 
lira lim sups: 2 log sup P~o(~, >t )  = -~c.  (4.9) 
Proof. If X,i~(0,.)=qff.)E/~2dp)NA. o-,:--0 and (4.9) is trivially true. Suppose {py 
fi \/~2~(P) C/~ \ B2~(p), and set 
t/t ._ {i/i < (~'([0, t],c(~'2a'0([0, 1 ] ) ) /  ~(S, . )  Em\~2~(p) ,  VS~ [0, l]}. 
Then 7 j, is a closed subset of Z ([0, t], ~(~ 2~,°([0, 1])) such that {rr,, > t} C {X,~ E ~, }. Whc 
upper bound of the large deviation estimate uniformly on the compact subset ,4 \ B2~(p) 
of ~2~°([0, 1]) yields 
l imsup J log  sup P~(X,~ < 7J,)~ - inf -~4(~), 
;:-~0 (p C 4"\B27(,o) I~ C ¢1 j, 
where -'/'t(~)= 5/b,,t(¢'). Hence, it suffices to prove that 
lim inf J ' , (¢ )= +oc. 
t ~ :',c lk C T,, 
The argument is similar to that in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), Lemma 5.7.19; it uses 
(HI),  Gronwall's lemma, a finite covering of the compact set A \B2dp) ,  and the fact 
that for any T>0,  the function ~Y~r is lower semicontinuous on ¢,2~°([0, 1]). I-] 
The following lemma relates V(0,.) on 0A to the probability that a trajecto W, starting 
from an element of A located on a sphere of (62~'0([0, 1]) hits ~A before hitting a smaller 
sphere. 
Lemma 4.4. Let N C 3A be a closed subset oj" (62fi'0([0, 1]). Then (/ a,, is d<hned h,l' 
(4.8), we hut!e 
limlimsup~:21og sup P,,o(X,I~(q,,.)cN)<~- inf V(O,j). ¢4. t0) 
Proof. Given 6>0, set V,v,,s (inf;-~:x V(0 ,~) -6 )A6  I: (H3) implies that for p small 
enough, 
inf V(~o,~)> inf V(O,~)-  sup V(0, qo)>~ V,\,,.,5. 
, ) 6 5 : . (  2 p ) q 4. 5. ~ N #. E N ,0 ( 3': ,( 2p ) q ,4 
Using Lemma 4.3, choose T~ < +~ such that 
inf P,a(q, > TI ) ~< - I/~,,~. (4.11) 
~p ~ S~(2p)r id 
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Let 
• = {~ E ~([0, T1], c¢2~'°([0, 1]))/3t E [0, T1] such that 0(t, .) CN}; 
since 4, is closed, the upper bound of the large deviation estimate on off([0, T], 
(g2~'°([0, 1])), uniformly on the compact subset S2~(2p)AA together with (H3) yields 
lim sup e 2 log sup P~o(X~ c 4,)4<- inf ~9~(p,V,(t/t)<.~--VN. 6. 
~:--~0 q~ ~ $2~(2p) A A ~p ~ S:~(2p) N A ~, ~, E • 
(4.12) 
Since P,.o(X~o(~,.)EN)<..P~o(~p>T~)+P,~(XgE4, ) for any ~pE,~, (4.11) and (4.12) 
conclude the proof as 6 ~ O. [] 
We next prove that X~ hits a small ball of ¢~2x'0([0, 1]) before hitting c?A. 
Lemma 4.$. For any p > 0 and ~o E A, 
lira P~o(X~( ap, .) ~ W)  = O. 
g,---*0 "~" 
(4.13) 
Proof. If qo E/}2~(p)NA there is nothing to prove. We suppose that qo EA \/}2~(P) and 
denote by ~, the trajectory of (4.3) with ~(0, . )= ~p(.). By assumption (HI), 
v = inf{t>~O/O(t, .) EB2~(p/2)NA} <oo. 
Since ~A is closed and ~P={0(t,.); O<.t<,v} is compact in c~2//'°([0,1]), A0=- 
inf{nx-Y112~,1; xE 0A, yE  7'}>0. Set A =pAA0>0 and let K be such that 1t'112~,1~< 
KH" 112/~, 1;then if sup{ IlX~(t, .)(co) - 0(t, .)n2/~, l: t E [0, v]} ~< (2K)-1 A, we have av(co ) ~ v 
and X~(crp(co), . (co)E A. Using a localization argument, Girsanov's theorem, Gronwall's 
lemma and Freidlin-Wentzell's inequality on cg~'°([0, v] x [0, 1]) as in steps 1-4 of Sec- 
tion 3, we deduce that there exist C >0 and t/>0 depending on A such that for any 
6>0, 
P~(X~(cp, .) E A c) <. CP~( II~J ~ IIz3/> ~, II wll  < ~) + cP~( flaw]lie ~> 6), 
where J~: is defined in (3.5). Then (3.7) shows that the first term of the right handside 
is exponentially small for some well chosen c~, while Schilder's theorem shows that 
for any c~, P~(HeWH/~>~6)---~O as ~---~0. [] 
Finally, the following estimate shows that X~(t, .) has an exponentially small prob- 
ability to go far from (p over a small time interval. 
Lemma 4.6. (i) For all p>0,  C>0 and ~o EA, there exists T(C,p,~o)<oo such that 
limsupJlogP~(sup{llX~(t,.)--~o(.)ll2~.l/tE[O,T(C,p,q))]}>~p]<~--C. (4.14) 
~0 
(ii) For all p>0 and C>0 there exists T(C,p)<oc such that 
lim sup e2 log sup P~o(suP{iiX~(t,.)-qo(.)ii2~,l/tC[O,T(C,p)]}>~p)<.-C. (4.15) 
c--+0 ~p C A 
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Proof. We only sketch the proof of (ii); the argument for (i) is similar with [] instead 
of :z since {(D} is a compact subset of c42/;'°([0, 1]). As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
we may and do assume that the coefficients a and b are bounded. Indeed, let 
v, inf{t>O/sup{lX~;(t,a) - ~p(x)l;.r c [0, 1]} ~>p}/~, 1 
M==llq0!l~ ~-1, A¢c4'I([R) have compact support and satisfy A(y)  1 if lY ~<,'~1 
Let 3~,i ~ denote the solution of (0.4) with coefficients h(s .x .y )=b(s .x .y ) .d (y )  and 
#(s .x ,y) - -cr (s ,x ,y)A(y) .  A localization argument shows that for ( t ,x)¢  10. I I ~, one 
can replace X,'~(t,x) by 2':p(t,x). Using Gronwall's lemma, we obtain for an} T ~ (0. I].. 
\ ;  d [0. TI ; .~ 10. TI . 
for some well-chosen & depending on p. Furthermore, Lemma 2.2 implies that there 
exists T0<l  such that sup0<;~<T~ ' IIG,(..,P) ~<½P- Let .41U,-") be defined by 
(3.8) with T 1. For T;~< 1, set 
s': {sup{lie(.,": J,',:)(t,.)l12~.l:;~[0,1]}>~2 I&}. 
C': {sup{ll~J,,(t , .)H2~.,:t¢[O,Y']};.>--2 I~S}. 
Using (3.13), given ~ > 0 and C > 0, we can choose n such that lira sup, ÷o log P(B": ) 
~< C. Finally, i f0~<t~<2-" 
2' I 
J,',:(t,x) =;~ Z G2 ,,(x, j2 - " )a ( j2  ",j2 ")W([0, t] × ( j2 ", (./'+ 1)2 "]), 
/=0 
and there exists a constant C(&n)  such that 
P(14',:(t,x)l >~2-~6)<~2"P(IZ I >~C(J,n)~" ~t ' 2), 
where Z denotes a standard Gaussian random variable. Hence we can choose T(C. p )~< 
pAToA2 " small enough for l imsup,:~oc21ogP(C")~ C. :ill 
Finally, the proof of Theorem 4.1 depends on the following strong Markov property 
of X,~(t, .) on the Lusin space ~42~°([0, 1]) (see, e.g., Sharpe, 1988) for c0 c %2~'11([0, I1). 
Recall that ,~7 denotes the completion of the a-algebra generated by W(s,x): s ~< t, .x 
[0, 1]. A uniqueness argument for the solution of (0.1) shows that given .s,t >~0 and 
.vl . . . . .  xj c [0, 1], the conditional aw of (X,;(s +/ ,Xl )  . . . . .  X,i;(s + t,x,;)) given ,Y, is the 
same as the law of (X~(.,..)(t, xl)  . . . . . .  ~{:l.,..)(t,x,;)) (see, e.g., Walsh, 1986, p. 320). 
Finally, the continuity of X;: and a standard approximation argument of a stopping 
time by a sequence of simple stopping times yield a similar property when .s is a 
replaced by a bounded stopping time with respect o the filtration (.~). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) We at first prove the upper bounds for Y:. Fix 6 > 0 and let 
q = &/2. p > 0 and Ti > 0 be defined in Lemma 4.2. Using Lemma 4.3, we tind 7"2 < -x 
such that 
lira sup c 2 log sup P,p(~p > T: ) < O. (4.16 ) 
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Set To = Tj + T2 and q = inf{P<o(z ~~< To)/(p E,4). The strong Markov property, Lemma 4.2 
and the definition of T2 imply that for small enough e, 
C q ~> inf P~,(r':<<.To,~p~T2,X,p(ao,.)CA ) 
oCA 
>~ inf P~o(% ~< T2) x inf P~o(~': < ~ ) 
qo 6 A (,o E/Rz~,(p) F/A 
~> exp( - (P+~l )s  e). (4.17) 
For k>~l and qo EA, the Markov property implies 
P,~(z ~ >(k  + 1 )To) = E~(Px::;(kr,,,.)(~': > To)I {X:o(~r,,,.)~A} )P~(r ~: >kTO) 
~< (1 -q)P~(z':>kTo). 
Hence sup~cA P,p(T': >kTo)-..<(1 - q)k and (4.17) yields 
sup E~(z~;) ~< Toq-i ~< To exp((/? + ~/)e.-2). (4.18) 
q)CA 
This yields the upper bound in (4.5); Chebychev's inequality implies 
P~(~'~ > exp((1) + 6)e. -2)) ~< To exp( -62-  Is 2 ) 
for small s>0 and ~p EA; this proves the upper bound in (4.4). 
To prove the lower bound on ~': in (4.4), fix p>0 to be fixed later on. Set V~o 0 
and for every integer m ~> 0, set 
~,,, = inf{t ~> ~9,,: X~(t, .) E (/~2~(P) filM) UAC}, 
V~m+l = inf{t ~> Vm: X~(t, .) C $2~(2p)0,4}, 
with the convention V~m+l +oc if X~(rm,.) EAq 
If V= 0, it suffices to check that lim,:~0 Pe(r': > exp( -&-2) )  = 1 for every 6 > 0. Fix 
~o E A, p > 0 such that B2/~(q~, 2p) C A. Using Lemma 4.6(i) applied to C > 0, choose 
T(C,p, qo)>0 such that 
lim P,p(sup{[IX~(t, .) (P(.)]]2fl, 1" t E [0, T(c,p, qo)]} >~p) =0.  
~;~0 
Let eo > 0 be such that exp( -6% 2) ~ T(C, p, ~o); then for 0 < e ~< so, the inclusions 
{ sup l]X$(t")-q°(')"21"' <P} C {r':> T(C'P'cp)} C {rc> exp(-6g c [o, T(C,,o, (p)] 
conclude the proof of (4.4). 
Suppose that 6" >0, fix 6 >0 arbitrarily small and p > 0 for Lemma 4.4 to hold with 
N = (?A. Choose s0 > 0 such that 0 < s ~ e0 implies 
s 2 logsup{P~(X~(crp, .) ~ OA), ~o E $2~(2p) A,4} < -I)- + ½6. 
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Then for every integer m >~ 1, 0 < ~ ~< Co, 
sup P,,o(¢: = ~,,,) ~< sup P,a(r' -- r .... X~;(0 ..... ) ~A QS/~(2p)) 
~oC,I q)CA 
~< sup <,(X,I~(%,.)~ 8A)<~ exp(-(V ½6)c 2). 
~p C 5"e,(2p) n ,4 
Set C V, let To= T(C,p) be defined in Lemma 4.6(ii) and let ,':~ >0 be such that lbr 
any m>~l, O<c~<c~l, 
sup P,,~('Om--'C ..... t <To)<~ sup P~, ( sup IIX,;(t,.)- (D(.)1125:.1 /'/')~ 
,,, ~ i o c ,,/ \ t  ~ [o. ~1 / 
~< exp(-(P ½6)c e). 
Hence, for k>~l, q)CA, ~,'~(0,~:o A,':~)), 
k a 
P¢,(r':<~kTo)<~EP, p('d: r,,)-~ EP~(0) , , ,  "c,,, I )VT( ) ,  Az~;(Tm I , . )~/ l )  
m 0 m: :1 
~< R0( f f=~o)+2kexp( - (P  a/2)c 2). 
Clearly'{r':=r°}C{X,;(o'a")CA"};henceifk IT~;lexp( '; 's)T ] j + 1, we have 
P¢,('d:<~ exp((I) - 6)~: 2)) ~< P,,o(d:<~kTo) 
<~p,p(X,i~(%,.)~A,)+4T~i l exp( 62-1c 2) 
for small c. Therefore, Lemma 4.5 concludes the proof of (4.4). Finally, Chebychev's 
inequality provides a lower bound of E,,0(d), which concludes the proof of (4.5). 
(ii) Following the method presented in the proof of (i), the argument of Dembo and 
Zeitouni (1993, pp. 205 206) can be easily adapted; the detailed computations are 
omitted. ~J 
Appendix A. The Green kernel 
Recall that the Green kernel G associated with ?'ttt Uu admits the following de- 
cornposition: 
G,(x,y) 1{,>o }Ee-;'~'~k(x)(h~(3,), 
k=l 
where tbr every x C [0,1] and k 1,2 .... 
{ ~/)k(x)= "~ sin(2krcx) 
qSk(x) x/2cos(2krcx) 
),a = 4Dk2n" + DI. 
(t,x,y) C [0, T] x [0, 1] x [0. 1], (A.I) 
under Dirichlet's conditions. 
under Neumann's conditions. (A.21 
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The functions {qSk; k= 1,2,...} are an orthonormal basis of L2([0, 1]) made of eigen- 
functions of 5a associated with the eigenvalues {2k; k= 1,2 .. . .  } (see also Sowers, 
1992). 
Remark A.I. In the case of Neumann's boundary conditions, we should also consider 
the case k=0,  with ~b0(x) 1. However in the sequel we only need to bound the 
functions ~bk and their derivatives; hence to treat both cases at the same time we may 
and do assume that k ~>1. 
The following inequalities are stated without proofs. The first one is a classical 
domination of G by some Gaussian kernel (cf. Walsh, 1986). The following ones 
are proved in Lemma B.1 of Bally et al. (1995) in the case of Neumann's boundary 
conditions; it is easy to see that they also hold under Dirichlet's conditions. For all 
x, yE[O, 1] and s, tE]O,T],  
IG,( x, Y)I <~ ~ exp , (A.3) 
f0 I sup [ '  IG.(x,z) - G.(y,z) l  p dudz<<.Clx - yl 3-p, 
(t,z) C [0,T]x[0,1] J0 
foSfo ' sup I@ u(x ,z ) -Gs- . (x ,z ) lP  dudz<~ C] t - s l  (3-n~'2, xc[OJl 
 'f01 sup IGu(x,z)] p dudz<~Clt --S] (3-p)/2, 1 <p<3.  xE[0,1] 
~<p<3,  
(A.4) 
l<p<3,  
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
In all this section, the estimations on G are proved using the following: 
Remark A.2. From (A.2), we have for all x E [0, 1] and k~> 1 
IqSa(x)]~<x/2 and [qS~.(x)]~<2x/2r~k. 
The next lemma states technical inequalities. 
Lemma A.3. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all x, y and z c [0, 1 ], x 5¢ y 
and for all v and v + r E [0, T], 
IG, , (x ,z) -  G,,(y,z)l<~Cv fix - Yl, 
IGv+r(X,Z) - Gv+r(X, Zn) G~(x,z) + Gv(x,z,)l <~C2 nrt.~-2, 
pc~, (x ,z )  - a~(x, zn) - G~,(y,z) + a~,O,,~,)l ~< c2-" lx  - vlv -3/2, 
IG,,+r(X,Z ) - Gv(x,z )l ~ Cry -3/2. 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.10) 
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Proof. To prove (A.7)-(A.10), we use the decomposition of G given by (A.1), the 
mean value theorem and Remark A.2. Thus for (A.8), we have 
]G ,+, . (x , z )  - G , , . , . (x , z )  - G , , ( ) , , z )  + G , , (y , z ) ]  
~=~ e-"~ } 
D~ )v) <~ C[x ),12-" t~l k3 exp(-(4r[2Dk 2 + 
Set b = ~./(8~2D); the map z ~--,z 3 exp(-(4rc2Dz 2 + DI )v) achieves its supremum at 
~C z' =be 1.2. Hence, ~,=1 k3 exp(-(  4rc2Dk2 + DL )c) = $3 + $4, with 
S~ = E k3 - -&r_< _ e ~ -,: z3exp( {41tZDz 2 +Di)r)dz<~Ce D,%-2 
/, >: '+1 • C@'  
$4= E k3e-'~4Cv 2. 
k <:- z' + I 
This implies Y'~-k~l k3exp(-( 4x2Dk2+ D~)v)<~Cc 2 which yields (A.8). The proofs 
of (A.7), (A.9) and (A. 10) use similar computations and are omitted. 
The following lemma extends classical estimates on the Green function. 
Lemma A.4. Let fi~>0; Jbr all (t,x) E [0, T] × [0, 1], 
/o' sup ]a, ,,(x,z,,)l~dz<~C(t - u,) ~-/~'2~1 21 (A. I1) ~cIo.l]. 
tlFId ./01" 1 <~ [~ < 3 
sup sup ]Gt .... (x,z,,)]l~dudz4C]t_s[(3 /~)2. (A. 12) 
.rC[0.1] n . s 
Proof. Before proving (A.11), notice that there exists C ~> 0 such that (z, x)2 >~ C(:- 
x) 2 for all z ~ B(x, 3 2-"). Hence, for v ~ [0, T] 
./0 'l ,G,(x,z,)/~ dz= J;,x,32 ,)]G,(x,z,,)l/'dz + ~.,32 ,,~,]G,(x,z,,)[/~ dz 
C/ '  c -/;~'2 dz + C / '  /:-fl,,2 e /~,21:(z vie dz  
JB (r,32 "1 ,]B(v. 32 ")~ 
<~ C{2-,,v-1~.2 + F(-14 2)+1 I 2)}. 
Since t -  u,, >~ 2 ~T for every u E [0, t], we obtain (A. II ) and (A.12). 
The tbllowing lemma establishes crucial estimates for increments of G used to prove 
the continuity of the skeleton, and to obtain exponential estimates of the stochastic 
integral. 
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Lemma A.5. (i) Let ~c C ]0. 1[; for  every x, y • [0, 1] and t • [0, T] 
fot J0 1 ]Gt-u(x,z) - Gt u,,(x,z,,) - G,_u(y,z)  + Gt~, , (y ,z . ) l  2 
r 
dudz  
<~ Clx - yll- '~2 -['~:/(1+2~)1", 
/o'/o' sup IG, . , , (x,z.)  - Gt__~,,(y,z~)le dudz<~ C~lx - yl ~-~ tl 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(ii) Let tc E ]0, ½ [; for  every x E [0, 1 ] and 0 <~ s < t <~ T, 
fo s Jo I IG, .(x,z) - @_~,,(x,z~) - Gs_~,(x,z) + G~,~,(x,z.)l 2 
I "  
du dz 
<~ C2 -n[2K/(2~+3)] It - s(~"2)-", (A. 15) 
foS fo '  l@_u, , (x ,z , , ) -  Gs u (X, Zn)lZ dudz<~ C2-n~l t -  s] ('/2)-K, (1.16) 
[ '  [ '  IG,_,,(x,z)-G,__e,,,(x,z,,)l 2 dudz<~C2-'~lt- S](I/2)-K (1.17) 
as dO 
Proof. We only prove (i); the proof of (ii), which similar, is omitted. Because of the 
degeneracy of G, the behaviour of the time integrals is different when u is close to t; 
therefore, we introduce fl, 7~>0 and a,, = Ix -  yl/~2 -<', and set 
t 1 4 
fO fO 'Gt -u (x ' z ) -Gt -~u"(X 'Zn) -Gt -u (Y 'Z) - I -Gt -~u ' (Y 'Zn)12dudz<~CZ~i '  
i=1 
(A.18) 
where 
~1 = t a I@_. (x ,z )  - Gt_,_2,,(x,z) - @_ . (y ,z )  + Gt_~,,(y,z)l 2du dz, 
L  jo, ~2 = [Gt_.(x,z) - Gt_,9,(x,z ) G , -u (y ,z )  + Gt-_~u,,(y,z)] 2 du dz, f ' l '  
~3 = IG, . . (x , z )  - @_,~,,(x,z, ,)-  Gt-,_~,,(y,z) + Gt_~,,(y, zn)l 2 dudz,  
t--aj~ 
/7/0' ~4 = [Gt-u,,(x,z) Gt_~,,(x, zn) Gt-u,,(y,z) + G,-,2,,(y,z.)l 2 du dz. 
For 0 ~<,~ < 1, using H61der's inequality, we obtain 
£/0l Z 22 .% ~< c (Ic,_,(x,z) - G, u(y,z)] + la,_~,,(x,z) 6,_,_~,,,(y, )l) 
a,, 
×(IG, .(x,z)p + IG,-.(y,z)l + IG, .,,(x,z)l + [at .,,(y,z)l) 2~j-;~) dudz. 
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Since t -u ,>~t -  u, using (A.7) and (A.3), we have 
/" % ~<C Ix - yl2;'(t _ u) -2 ;  (I -;.)+(l:2)du<~C] x y] u,,'"2)~(l'") ).
, - -o ,  
Thus, for 0 ~< )v < I 5, 
~l ~<CIx - vl 2~+/~((U2)-~)2 "{I-i);. (A.19) 
Let 0 ~< I l ~< 1" then 
% <~ IG,-,,(x,z) - Gz ,,,.(x,z) - G, (y  z)  + @_~,,( v,z)] 21' 
x ( IG , - , , (x , z )  - Gt ,,(y,z)] + IG, ,_~,,,(x,z) G,_, , , , (y,z)])  2(1 *'~ dudz .  
From (A.7) and (A.8), using the inequality t -  u , ,>~t -  u, we deduce 
(#,~ <~C2 2"/~lx _ y12an(l+21,) ~<(,ix _ .'1'[2-/~(1 ~2,,)2-,,[21, 7(1+2,,)1. (A.20) 
a and ). I For 0<I,~< 1 set f i= 1, iz= ~ = 5 - t," in (A.19) and (A.20). Then 
%'~<C2 "<' Ix -y ]  ~-~, ~2~C2 "[~-:'(~+'°]lx- y]l ". (A.21) 
To keep a negative power of 2" in both inequalities, it suffices to choose 0<; '<~. '  
(1 + ~c). For every 0~<).< ½, using again H61der's inequality, (A.7), (A.3), (A.11) and 
t -  u,, >~ t -  u, we obtain 
~3 <~C2 -':'(~ ;)Ix - >,t 2 ;  /R,;.-(1.'2)). 
Similarly, let 0<i~< 1; by H61der's inequality, (A.7) and (A.9), we have 
~q4~(72 n[2(I-l,)+?( 1, 2)]lx_yl2+/~(/, 2). 
1 Set fi = 1, ) .= 5 tc and /~ 1 - t,-. Then, 
ffJ3~<C2-";~lx vl~-L ~.~4~<(72 -'[2'c ;(14-~")/]x y l l - " ;  (A.22) 
to have negative powers of 2", we require that 0 < ? < 2~-./'(1 + to). Since sup{inf(Ic;', I
3,(1 + 1,-)); 0 <7 < K/(1 + re)} = ~c2/(l + 2t,'), (A.21) and (A.22) yield (A. 13). 
1 To prove (A.14), let 0<)~<~ and ~-::2).. Then (A.7) and (A.I1) imply 
.t ~iI 
IG, - G, , , , (y,z, ,) l  2 dudz  i I,,(X, Zn) 
• 0 , 
<~ IG , - , , , , (x , z , , )  - G,_ ,_,,,(:',=,,)1 (IG,_,,,,(x,z,,)] 
+ [Gt .... (y,z,~)]) 2(I-;) du dz 
/o" ~CIY  -- )'12;` (t -- Zl) ).-(I j2)du<~Ci x 3,12~. 
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